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A Business Value Snapshot, sponsored by SAP

SAP and Syniti customers are realizing significant value by leveraging SAP Advanced Data Migration 
by Syniti to migrate and integrate their data for their SAP workloads. This is worth annual benefits of 
$4.16 million and would result in a three-year ROI of 314%.

Organizations achieve 8-month payback and 
314% ROI with SAP Advanced Data Migration  
by Syniti when migrating to SAP S/4HANA,  
SAP SuccessFactors, and SAP Ariba

KEY RESULTS 

CUSTOMER QUOTE:

 Data can’t be static. It has to evolve with your business. It has to be flexible and agile, and that is what 
makes SAP Advanced Data Migration a totally different paradigm versus other tools. You can build logic 
upon logic and it’s almost live and evolving. There’s just nothing out there that can do that. 

$914,000
reduced operating 
expenses

314%
3-year ROI

8 months
payback period

98% reduced
unplanned downtime

38% reduced 
data migration costs

46% reduced time
to complete data migration projects

Business and Operations Benefits

Annualized Cost of Data Migration Data Migration Efficiencies

CUSTOMER QUOTE:

 I think that the biggest thing for us is that it gives us visibility on how to think about our vendors, suppliers, 
and our customers. It allows us to get views of them globally that we’ve never been able to get to before,  
i.e., in order to manage the expectation of them, whether it’s cash collection, credit, or it’s the opposite.  
So fundamentally, the expectation there is significant working capital gain. 

31% less 
IT Staff time

24% less 
Internal System Integrator time

52% more efficient
project teamsWithout SAP Advanced 

Data Migration by Syniti

38% lower per year

 Staff Time Costs

 Costs of Syniti/
Alternative 
Approach by Syniti

$1.59M

$2.57M

With SAP Advanced Data 
Migration by Syniti

$1,869,000
$1,012,000

$698,000 $577,000
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